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Abstract
MV. Amazon is a container ship owned by PT.SPILL (Indonesia) equipped with a heating system to heat the HFO bunker, settling HFO, HFO tanks daily and so by using the steam boiler. In this final duty conducted the technical and economical analysis of the initial design of the steam boiler using a thermal oil boiler replaced. Technical analysis is performed to determine how the thermal oil boiler heating system suitable for application at the MV. Amazon and economic calculation is performed to determine the costs involved in replacement steam boiler heating system into a thermal oil boiler system which includes the investment cost, installation cost, the cost of working fluid and fuel costs. From the results of design calculations of thermal oil boiler heating system MV. Amazon acquired capacity of 581 kW boilers, fluid heaters using LF Calflo production of Petro Canada. Thermal oil boiler system using ciculating of 21.66 m³/hr pump and supply pump at 2 m³/hr. From the results obtained that the economic calculation of investment costs and the cost of the working fluid steam boiler is more economical than the thermal oil boiler, while the cost of fuel thermal oil boiler is more economical than the steam boiler.
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